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You Are Here: Pain and its Location
[Você Está Aqui: Dor e sua Localização]
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Abstract : When we consider bodily pain, it seems we are uniquely in the realm of the
first person only, with no space for a second person. In this paper, I shall argue that it is
in the interplay between the first and second persons, the social dimension of language,
that our use of locative spatial terms inherits its rules and constraints. This interplay, in
a form of triangulation proposed by Davidson, could provide us with a viable solution
to the problem of the location of bodily pain. The solution lies in adopting representati-
onalism while recognizing the limits of the representational system.
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Resumo: Quando consideramos a dor corporal, parece que estamos exclusivamente
no reino da primeira pessoa, sem espaço para uma segunda pessoa. Neste artigo,
argumentarei que é da interação entre a primeira e a segunda pessoas, a dimensão social
da linguagem, que nosso uso de termos espaciais locativos herda suas regras e restrições.
Essa interação, em uma forma de triangulação proposta por Davidson, poderia nos
fornecer uma solução viável para o problema da localização da dor corporal. A solução
está em adotar o representacionalismo enquanto se reconhece os limites do sistema
representacional.
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The problem of the location of bo-
dily pain still baffles philosophers. Two
main theories have developed largely
in opposition to each other. One claims
that feeling pain entails representing
a damaged body part as painful. The
other, that feeling pain entails a men-
tal experience and the location of pain
is purely experiential: pain is located
in the mind, not in the body. In this
paper, which explores what establishes
the content of our mental states of bo-
dily pain, I will use the davidsonian
concept of triangulation to address the
problem of locating pain. I contend that
by considering the crucial role triangu-
lation plays in determining both public
and intersubjective language use, we
can defend the view that it is consistent
and reasonable to represent pain as so-
mething that also happens in the body,
and that the concept of second person
plays a pivotal role in such a represen-
tation.

I will proceed as follows. First, I
show why the issue of pain location
is problematic, by describing the two
main theoretical contenders: represen-
tationalism and experientialism. Then,
I briefly outline Davidson’s concept of
triangulation and how he establishes
the importance of the second person.
Finally, I will try to show how, by adop-
ting Davidson’s conceptual framework,
we can move towards a solution to the
problem of the location of bodily pain.

In particular, I argue that to make sense
of the second person perspective, we
need to assume that pain reports are on
a par with perceptual reports and that
the challenges to this view relate to the
limits of our representational system
rather than any failings in representati-
onal theory itself.

1. Representationalism vs experienti-
alism

Murat Aydede (2019), in a very effec-
tive paper, asks: is pain the perception
of something or is it rather a form of
introspection? Two main theories ad-
dress this question which probes the lo-
cation of pain: representationalism and
experientialism. Most scholars (Aydede
2009; Bain 2003, 2007; Cutter 2017; Tye
1995, 2014, 2017) either adhere to or
challenge one these two theories, which
differ in locating pain but are otherwise
somehow similar. Yet, they are not the
only two theories in town (cfr. Klein
2015).

According to representationa-
lism (also known as perceptua-
lism/representationalism, henceforth
P/R), when we utter: “I feel pain in my
toe” we are engaging “in a form of sense
perception”1 which establishes a rela-
tionship between our awareness and
some disturbed or damaged body part.
This type of perceptual relation deter-

1Pitcher (1970: 368).
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mines a representation, whose content
is that a certain body part is disturbed,
and that this disturbance is bad for us
as subjects.2 Michael Tye, for one, has
argued that the representational con-
tent of a pain experience is the phe-
nomenal character of this experience
itself. So, the phenomenal differen-
ces brought about by the damage leads
to different representational contents,
that also specify where the pain is re-
presented to be.3

In its more radical version, the P/R
view takes the perceptual relation in
more literal terms. David Bain has ar-
gued that in feeling pain a subject so-
matosensorily perceives a body part
“from within” as having a property –
or undergoing some process – that con-
sists in having a disorder or a distur-
bance.4 In analogy with representatio-
nalism, the content of the phenomenal
character of this somatosensory expe-
rience is fixed by the experience itself,
i.e., it is determined by what is repre-
sented to be the case. Thus, the location
is part of the representation itself: “The
difference between the subject having a
pain in one location and in another par-
tly consists in – or, alternatively, consti-
tutes – a difference in the phenomenal
character of the experience S undergoes
between the two cases”.5 Consequently,

different locations entail different expe-
riences.

We may say that the truth-condition
for John’s saying “I feel pain in my toe”
is that he has a

[. . . ] subjective experience that
(non-conceptually or in ana-
log format) represents his toe
as having a physical disorder
of the appropriate kind in it.
This experience is veridical if
John’s toe has indeed such a di-
sorder (and is relevantly cau-
sed by the disorder) – non-
veridical otherwise. So, if John’s
pain in his toe is caused by a
nerve compression in his lower
back, then John’s subjective ex-
perience is inaccurate, non-
veridical.” (Aydede 2019: 7)

So, representationalists recognize
that pains are subjective experiences,
but they take these to be intentional
states attributing physical disorders to
body parts. As we have seen, according
to representationalists, different locati-
ons entail different experiences. Herein
lies a potential difficulty. The contra-
positive of this claim, that same expe-
riences entail same locations, has the
following consequence: suppose that

2A number of authors are now discussing whether pain is intrinsically bad. See Cutter and Tye (2011), Bain (2013), and the essays
in Corns (2017).

3See, in particular, Tye (1995, 2006a, 2006b, 2016, 2017), Cutter (2017) and Dretske (2006).
4Bain (2007: 175) but see also Bain (2003).
5Bain (2007: 177).
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hallucinating a pain in a missing toe
has the same experiential phenomeno-
logy as feeling a pain in an actual toe.
If this were the case, the two experien-
ces would be true of the same location.
Evidently, however, one location is mis-
sing. So, to maintain the entailment,
the supposedly same location cannot
be a physical body part. Hence, it must
be a representational body part. The
fact is that the same experience may, in
one case, be the result of a perceptual
relation to a bodily part and, in another
case, be the result of a representatio-
nal relation to a represented body part.
How can representations keep track of
these different relata?

The way out proposed by some repre-
sentationalists has been to stress that
the object of pain perception is not the
body part, but rather the perceptual re-
presentation we have of that body part:
“We say that we have a pain in the hand.
The sensation of pain can hardly be in
the hand, for sensations are in minds
and the hand is not part of the mind”.6

Therefore: “the ‘location’ of pain is [. . . ]
an intentional location”.7 This comes
pretty close to a second theory.

The second theory, mainly defended
by Murat Aydede (2005; 2009; 2013;
2017) among others, does not allow ex-
periences of pain to be conceived as

relational representations. Rather, the
idea is that:

There is a pain quale instanti-
ated in the experience which
presents John’s toe to John in a
certain way: this is a way John’s
toe appears to John without ma-
king any claim on the condition
of his toe. John may come to
believe or judge that something
is (physically) wrong with his
toe as expected. But this is not
a proper perceptual judgment
directly based on the pain ex-
perience — it’s inferential but
usually quite habitual. (Aydede
2020: 154).

So, the contents of our experiences
are divorced from the physical con-
ditions of the body location to which
such contents are projected, making re-
presentationalism’s way out of the di-
lemma insufficient. If experiential con-
tents are adverbial, that is, they modify
the whole experience of the subject, and
thus are not relational, they do not con-
nect experiences with anything external
to them. The main reason to defend the
experientialist view lies in acknowled-
ging that pain reports express what the

6Armstrong and Malcolm (1984: 182).
7Armstrong (1968: 315). Armstrong distinguishes between transitive vs. intransitive sensations. A sensation is transitive if its

quality exists independently of the existence of minds, intransitive if it is mind dependent. While pain prima facie appears to be
intransitive, actually it is transitive. In order to make this transitivity evident, Armstrong argues that pain reports have this hidden
form: “It feels to me that certain sort of disturbance is occurring in my hand, a perception that evokes in me the peremptory desire
that the perception should cease” Armstrong (1968: 314).
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subject is feeling, not what is happe-
ning to the body of the subject. Ima-
gine hallucinating a pain in the toe and
reporting that you feel pain in the toe.
The report is as accurate as it can be
because hallucinating a pain is feeling
a pain, no matter what is happening to
the toe. One example of hallucinating
pain could be the case of phantom pain,
in which people feel pain in a limb that
has been surgically removed. If a report
of phantom pain is expressed, one can-
not deny that the subject is suffering. In
this case, the experientialist seems to be
in a better position than is the P/R the-
orist, because the latter has to explain
why the subject is “wrong” in represen-
ting the pain in a missing bodily loca-
tion while the former does not need any
supplemental explanation for the case:
it is the experience that matters. It is
important, then, to better understand
the logic behind these different theo-
ries.

2. The supposed independence of sen-
sations and damages.

The definition of pain provided by The
International Association for the Study
of Pain - IASP (Raja 2020) goes as fol-
lows: “An unpleasant sensory and emo-
tional experience associated with, or re-
sembling that associated with, actual or

potential tissue damage”.8 As a side
note, it is also stressed that “Through
their life experiences, individuals learn
the concept of pain”. The very defini-
tion underlines that the experienced as-
sociation could be with either actual or
potential tissue damages, thus allowing
for the absence of any actual damage.
As a matter of fact, the relation between
the sensation and the damage is com-
plex. There are at least three cases in
which this complexity surfaces: refer-
red, chronic and phantom pain.

A pain is called “referred” when pain
is felt at a site remote from the site
of origin/stimulation (Arendt-Nielsen
2001). For instance, this occurs if a
nerve in the spine is pinched or stimu-
lated and pain is felt in the leg or in
the case of pain felt in the arm during
a heart attack. We lack a common defi-
nition for referred pain since the IASP
has not yet provided one.

A pain is chronic when an origi-
nal acute pain event, whose immediate
cause has subsequently been removed,
continues to distress the subject. Basi-
cally, the subject still feels pain in an
area or spot even if nothing is wrong
in that area or spot any longer (chronic
back pain is a typical example). Finally,
pain in a phantom limb, which could
be seen as a variety of chronic pain, oc-
curs when people who have undergone
surgical amputation of a limb continue

8The previous definition was “An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage
or described in terms of such damage” and was released in 1986. After a long review process, which also included counseling from
philosophers, the new definition was released.
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to feel pain in the regione previously
occupied by the removed limb. The
pain is attributed to a location adjacent
to the stump, where the missing limb
would still be if it had not been remo-
ved.9

All these cases can be marshalled
against the P/R analysis inasmuch as
representationalism strongly relates the
sensation to its physical origins. Howe-
ver, it is possible to feel pain when
nothing is wrong in the physical loca-
tion where the pain is represented to
be. Christopher Hill (2004, 2006) des-
cribes different views on the location
of pain by stressing that the P/R view
takes pain to be located where we re-
present it to be, while the experiential
view takes our feelings of pain to be en-
dowed with a location.10 The first view
considers the location of pain de re, a
perceptual object external to the repre-
sentation; the experiential view takes
location de dicto, since the location is a
constituent of the content of the expe-
rience.

This difference is at the core of Ay-
dede’s initial argument against percep-
tual views on pain: veridical perceptual
reports (thus excluding hallucinations
and illusions) allow for existential ex-
portation, an inference that leads from
a true statement of the form “I perceive

x” to a statement of the form “there is
an x such that I perceive it”. This is
not the case in pain reports. In such
cases, from a veridical statement of the
form “I feel pain in x” we cannot infer
“there is an x such that I feel pain in
it”, as the case of phantom pain makes
clear. Moreover, it should be noticed
that in the case of hallucination or il-
lusion, only perceptual not introspec-
tive reports become false.11 The rea-
son for this, Aydede argues, is because
the concept of pain is applied “only to
express or specify the representational
content of paine [pain as experience]”12

and this occurs because we are not in-
terested in using the concept of pain to
label the damages, but rather to point to
the experience itself. As Kripke (1980)
pointed out, when it comes to pain the
distinction between appearance and re-
ality vanishes: what seems to be pain
simply is pain, so it is experience that
matters, not its physical origin or cause.

According to Aydede, representatio-
nalism is untenable because it has to
consider the experiences determined by
phantom, referred and chronic pains
as inaccurate or non-veridical because
they are inaccurate or false with res-
pect to the physical or location of pain.
However, the experientialist argues
that such reports perfectly describe the

9Clearly, I cannot enter into the clinical details of these brief descriptions. For instance, I do not say anything about why a given
acute pain event becomes chronic pain.

10See Hill (2017).
11For a different evaluation of illusion in pain see Reuters, Philips and Sytsma (2013).
12Aydede (2009: 549).
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experience and so, from that point of
view, must be true. It would seem pre-
posterous to tell suffering subjects that
their experiences are non-veridical. An
affirmation of non-veridicality results
only from a representationalist view,
not from the subject’s experience. If
this view is abandoned, the inaccuracy
disappears.

So, it is erroneous to contrast the
subjective experience of pain with an
objective location of damage that pre-
sumably, or in most cases, causes that
experience. According to Aydede, the
situation is not improved if we take the
quality to be a naturalistic quality or
a self-representing quality. In both ca-
ses the accuracy conditions are found
faulty. So, the representationalist mo-
del should be abandoned. But is the ex-
perientialist view any better? Here we
need to consider Davidson’s triangula-
tion and the externalist view on mea-
ning.

3. Experientialism and triangulation

According to experientialism, percep-
tual reports and pain reports have diffe-
rent truth- conditions: the former have
their truth-conditions in the world, the
latter in the mental states of subjects.
Perceptual reports allow for existential
exportation while pain reports do not.
However, I think this difference deter-

mines the problem, rather than the so-
lution. The problem is an implicit de-
nial of content externalism, which I be-
lieve we have good reasons to endorse.
Without rehearsing arguments for con-
tent externalism here13, one of these re-
asons is simply to avoid any kind of
scepticism – such as that presented by
Wittgenstein – regarding the intelligi-
bility of mental contents, an intelligibi-
lity on which both sides seem to agree.
The fact is that experientialism poses a
divide between the first and second per-
son, the experiencer and the observer,
so to say. And such a divide prevents, or
makes it very difficult, to consider mea-
ningful interactions with respect to the
case of pain. Let me further articulate
this by quickly presenting Davidson’s
view on the issue.

Within the framework of a social the-
ory of meaning and language, David-
son points to the crucial role of a me-
chanism he calls “triangulation”, a pro-
cess consisting of “the mutual and si-
multaneous responses of two or more
creatures to common distal stimuli and
to one another’s responses” (Davidson
2001: xv). Triangulating provides an
objective measure of our empirical con-
tents, that is, the content of our epis-
temic states relative to external world.
Davidson captures the gist of such a
method: “It is the result of a three-
fold interaction, an interaction which
is twofold from the point of view of

13Arguments such as those set forth by Putnam, Kripke and Burge, to mention only the “founding fathers” of externalism.
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each of the two agents: each is inte-
racting simultaneously with the world
and with the other agent. To put this
in a slightly different way, each crea-
ture learns to correlate the reactions of
other creatures with changes or objects
in the world to which it also reacts.”
(1997: 128). Such happenings and ob-
jects are interpreted by Davidson in
pre-intentional, pre-cognitive and pre-
linguistic terms because triangulation
is a precondition for the development
of full-blown thoughts. So, triangu-
lation is something that also happens
among non-speaking creatures, such as
infants and animals.

The interaction with the world de-
termined by triangulation is a causal
one: we know what another creature is
reacting to because we are able to trian-
gulate with that creature and with the
source of its reactions. So, the edges of
the “triangle” are not strictly speaking
uniform: the two edges that go from
the common worldly origin to the cre-
atures are causal, the one that connects
the two creatures to each other are in-
terpretative, even if in a very vague and
wide sense. To use a davidsonian cate-
gory, this last edge is the one that vehi-
culates reasons (even if we still are in

a pre-linguistic/cognitive/intentional
domain).14 The causal edge that con-
nects each individual with the mun-
dane origin of its mental state is of pa-
ramount importance because, as David-
son himself states: “since it is, in the
simplest cases, what causes a belief that
gives it its content” (1997: 129). While
Davidson is here speaking of belief15,
we could refer to the content of our ex-
periences: the cause of an experience of
pain is the one that gives that experi-
ence its content. Not all notions of tri-
angulation would do, though. Two pos-
sible readings are available: the basic
one, where neither subject in the inte-
raction masters concepts, and a more
evolved one, in which both subjects
have mastered concepts and have a full-
fledged language. (Davidson 1998a)16

I wish to consider the first variety of
triangulation. In the first case, trian-
gulation allows us to identify what can
be considered as the “typical” cause of
empirical content.

One problematic issue, at this point,
is the origin of the cause. In order for
this origin to be one on which two or
more subjects may refer, it has to be
external to all subjects. So, it seems,
the source cannot be on the skin or,

14This is the reason why Davidson thinks that triangulation is a necessary but not sufficient basis for having thoughts: language
is what is needed, and it is language that ensures the ‘base line’ – as the edge that connects the two subjects is sometimes called – is
effective.

15As many scholars have pointed out (see the discussion in Amoretti 2012), Davidson’s strategy cannot constitute the basis for
thought if we have to consider the second person as one endowed with language since, as Davidson himself claims, thought and
language are interdependent. However, this problem, which is a serious one (see Gozzano 1997), should not worry us because it is
beyond our present concerns and because we are adopting the triangulation method as a way to make sense of the referent of the
source of bodily pain, which is experiential and so pre-intentional, pre- cognitive and pre-linguistic.

16For a third form of triangulation, one in which only one of the interpreters masters a language, see Amoretti (2013: 53).
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worse, below the skin of one of the sub-
jects, because such a cause would be
unavailable to the second subject, the-
reby ruling out triangulation from the
very beginning. But we should not re-
main trapped in the “myth of the sub-
jective”. As Davidson himself stres-
ses, we can admit a social and objec-
tive concept of truth, while accepting
that thoughts and, I would add, expe-
riences, are subjective. Here is how he
makes this point:

[. . . ] two features of the sub-
jective as classically conceived
remain in place. Thoughts are
private, in the obvious but im-
portant sense in which property
can be private, that is, belong
to one person. And knowledge
of thoughts is asymmetrical,
in that the person who has a
thought generally knows he has
it in a way in which others can-
not. But this is all there is to the
subjective. So far from cons-
tituting a preserve so insula-
ted that it is a problem how
it can yield knowledge of an
outside world, or be known to
others, thought is necessarily
part of a common public world.
Not only can others often learn
what we think by noting the
causal dependencies that give
our thoughts their content, but
the very possibility of thought
demands shared standards of

truth and objectivity. (David-
son 1998b: 52)

Clearly, experiential contents are pri-
vate and have privileged (asymmetri-
cal) access. So, they are definitively in
the realm of the subjective. But they
are also fixed through causal relations,
and these can be taken to sustain truth
and objectivity. Let me explain in what
sense this is so.

In expressing the content of our ex-
periences, for instance, in pain reports
that attribute qualitative features to
bodily locations, it is essential for the
terms used to be as semantically va-
luable as any other term. The intel-
ligibility of words, such as “pain, an-
noyance, nuisance”, used in pain re-
ports is found in the same structure of
reference and predication that holds for
any other word. It is by triangulating
that we enjoy a stable, shared context
for understanding the content of pain
reports. The importance of this method
cannot be underestimated since it is in
the context of interactions that we learn
the words for pain.

As the IASP’s definition of pain stres-
ses, we learn words for pain through in-
teractions with our caregivers when we
first experience bodily damage. Here,
interaction is the key element. We learn
the concept of pain by interacting with
others with respect to our own bodily
condition. When these interactions are
no longer needed or available, we inte-
ract with ourselves, in particular with
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the messages coming from our body.
And it is exactly here that we encoun-
ter the limited reliability of our bodily
signals.17

The point can be described through
the process of triangulation itself. Ima-
gine two people: John, who is wounded,
and Jill, who is not. Jill points toward
John’s wound and say, “That must be
painful”. John points to his own wound
and says: “That is painful”. Now, the
truth conditions of John’s sentence are
rooted in the experience he his having.
As Aydede says “the truth conditions of
[pain report] put no constraints what-
soever on how things physically are with
[body part]” (Aydede 2009: 533). What
about those of Jill? Either Jill is refer-
ring to John’s experience or she is refer-
ring to the cause of his experience by
putting herself in John’s shoes. If she
is referring to John’s experience – we
could read her sentence as “you must be
having a painful experience” – then her
sentence has different truth conditions
from John’s because it allows for exis-
tential exportation: there is something,
a painful experience, that John is ha-
ving whose manifestations Jill is per-
ceiving. If, on the other hand, she is
referring to the cause of John’s experi-
ence – if we are to read her as saying
“that [wound] must be causing a pain-
ful experience to you” – then, again,
the truth condition of her expression

is different since the wound constitu-
tes a perceptual content, which allows
for existential exportation. In both ca-
ses, then, the content of Jill’s report
allows for exportation. Consequently,
given the difference of their truth con-
ditions, their willingness to refer to the
very same spot fails, notwithstanding
their apparently successful communi-
cative coordination. For, John points
to a location which is captured in de
dicto mode, while Jill points to it in de
re mode and the two are logically and
categorically distinguished. Notice, the
difference in the truth conditions is not
to be found in some sort of semantic or
perceptual path – like those imagined
by Kripke (1979) in Pierre’s puzzle. The
difference, as we saw, is in the structure
of reference, in its logic, as stressed in
Aydede’s initial argument. In referring
to the location of John’s painful wound,
both John and Jill are deluded with res-
pect to the efficacy of their communica-
tion: any possible pragmatic success is
just an illusion.18

This problem also presents itself in
the case of a person who perceives da-
mage to her body and at the same time
experiences pain. While a bruise on the
skin is a perceptual object, for which
existential exportation is acceptable,
the pain that one feels in the (apparen-
tly) same location is not. For, if I see
a bruise on my leg, there is a bruise I

17On the communicative role of self-talk, see Deamer (2021).
18An analysis of the logic and grammar of pain reports is in Brogaard (2011, 2012).
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am seeing, but if I feel pain in the same
spot where that bruise is, I cannot ex-
port that spot as one that is painful. So,
the two locations only apparently coin-
cide spatially (cfr. Gozzano 2019).

Abandoning triangulation, and ex-
ternalism, for the content of our ex-
periences would force us to abandon
a very plausible reading of how lan-
guage roots the concepts used in ex-
periential reports in the public space.
Without this “rootedness”, we cannot
make sense of our articulated responses
to pains, which help us better unders-
tand what is happening to our fellow
beings. Such triangulation, as Davidson
states, is necessary to get what concepts
a person is using and having. David-
son makes this clear by noting how we
attribute reactions to an animal. The
case is relevant to my point. Because
animals cannot speak and it is doubtful
that they have thoughts (at least, Da-
vidson strongly denies they have any
thoughts), their situation is comparable
to one in which a person has experi-
ences which we cannot directly access
because we are attributing hypotheti-
cal experiences from their perceptual
manifestations. Davidson says: “In the
case of the dog, why say the stimulus is
the ringing of the bell? Why couldn’t
it be the vibration of the air close to
the ears of the dog-or even the stimula-
tion of its nerve endings? . . . What ex-
plains the fact that it seems so natural
to say the dog is responding to the bell
. . . ? It seems natural to us because it is

natural-to us” (1992, 262). Assuming
stimuli are those that seem natural to
us also paves the road to our understan-
ding what is happening when someone
feels pain: concepts that are natural-to-
us must be natural to everyone if we are
to exchange reports on internal goings-
on, even those to which we do not have
any direct access.

These considerations are relevant to
the problem of pain because we are gui-
ded by such criteria in determining the
truth-makers of our experiential con-
tents. We feel pain and we are infor-
med that people are in pain more or
less in the same way that the body in-
forms us that we are in pain. The con-
tent of the sensation [pain in the toe]
is conveyed to us directly and we con-
vey this to other people indirectly, but
we use the same contents (or, at least,
strive to do so). So, there is some con-
tent preservation here, even if we have
to transcode this content from a propri-
oceptive to a linguistic mode.

Experientialism, vice versa, loses any
trace of “objectivity” in the concept of
pain. To make sense of such objecti-
vity, Davidson argues that we must ac-
cept that the world and our experiences
may diverge. He thinks this can be at-
tained by surprise: it is only if I can
be surprised that I distinguish between
my thoughts and the world. Can we be
surprised in the case of pain? I think
we can. Consider the experience of ap-
parently uncaused tickles or unfelt bo-
dily damage (cfr. Reuter and Sytsma
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2020). We are surprised by the non-
coincidence of our experiential content
and what we take to be their typical
causes. Basically, as Verheggen (2007:
101) underlines: “Meanings are not so-
mehow fixed by people who then in ad-
dition need the concept of objectivity
in order to have a language. Rather, pe-
ople need the concept of objectivity in
order to fix meanings to begin with.”

This gives us a clue to the way re-
ferred pain or chronic pain is handled,
that is, to the conceptual ground for
these diagnoses: it is by recognizing
that it is surprising that the very same
experience, back pain, occurs in people
that feel pain because of the presence
of a hernia and those that feel pain for
a developed chronicity without any ap-
parent physical origin. In both cases we
fix the different origins of pain in con-
ceptual and lexical terms: we call the
one in the body “pain” without qualifi-
cation and the one based on a cognitive
or experiential habit “chronic pain”, in
order to objectively distinguish them
despite their subjective similarity.

Given these criticisms of the experi-
entialist view, is there a way to fix the
P/R model so as to overcome the diffi-
culties outlined above? In the next sec-
tion, I will argue that the objections to
representationalism raised by Aydede
result from potential malfunctioning
of the representational system itself, a
malfunctioning made apparent by the
interactionist model which grounds the
triangulation method proposed by Da-

vidson. Moreover, such malfunctioning
is part and parcel of our representatio-
nal system, yielding an error theory for
what happens when things “go wrong”
in the case of phantom and referred
pain, with a different twist in the case
of chronic pain.

4. Representationalism fixed: an error
theory

Supposedly, representationalism gets
into trouble when cases such as phan-
tom, chronic and referred pains are at
stake. Because, in these cases, it can-
not explain why subjects, at least appa-
rently, systematically misrepresent the
location where their pains originate or
were caused. In order to avoid such a
problem, experientialism moves, so to
speak, all such locations into the ex-
perience of the subject. And this mo-
ving involves all the ordinary cases of
pains, that is, those cases we are ac-
customed to and which have been the
source of our learning and basic un-
derstanding of the concepts and words
we use to describe painful sensations.
Can we move these three difficult cases
back into the body instead of moving
the ordinary cases away from the body?

In one of his papers, Aydede (2020),
developing a suggestion made by Aus-
ten Clark (2000), exploits an analogy
with maps to explore the issue of loca-
tion. Consider a map of some moun-
tain area. The points on the map re-
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fer to points in reality, such as peaks
or passes; the values associated with
these points are depicted by colors or
numbers that predicate something about
these points. So, by depicting lines and
specifying numbers, a map of a moun-
tain can refer to a certain area of the
landscape and predicate the properties
of this area. The properties or compo-
nents of the map, its symbolic features,
should meet the requirements for lan-
guage, in particular its publicness. That
is to say, for example, each of us has to
be able to determine which point re-
presents the position and height of any
peak. Analogously for passes, valleys,
rivers and so forth. When we represent
pain on our body, what is the structure
of this representation and what repre-
sentational system supports such a re-
presentation?

Consider John feeling pain in his toe.
Prima facie, the content of John’s expe-
rience is such that it refers to a body
location, the toe, and predicates that it
is the source of a painful sensation. The
content of his experience helps him find
the source of the pain just as the map
helps one find one’s way in the moun-
tains. However, Aydede and the experi-
entialists insist that:

Pain qualia are implemented
by the proprietary predicates
of the nociceptive system but
are not representational in that
they don’t function to attribute
any quality to the body parts

presented in the same experi-
ence. Pain qualia are the phe-
nomenally determinate ways in
which our body parts are pre-
sented to us or appear to us.
(Aydede 2020: 153).

So, we have experiences that instan-
tiate qualia which do not attribute pro-
perties to people’s body, but rather to
the way in which bodies appear to peo-
ple. Let me try to unpack this a little. In
attributing qualities to body parts, qua-
lia predicate the properties of the part
to which they refer. These appearan-
ces, however, cannot refer to the body
because they can be true even in the ab-
sence of damage, as per the “initial ar-
gument”. They do not refer to the no-
ciceptive system either because, if one
were to endorse transitivity in causa-
tion and were to adopt a causal theory
of reference, the quale refers to the sig-
nal coming from the nociceptive sys-
tem, and this signal refers to the con-
dition of the body, so ultimately the
qualia would attribute the condition to
the body, which runs counter to the
initial argument. What is left, then?
Basically, the qualia refer to themsel-
ves. John’s qualia refer to the way that
these qualia present John with the con-
dition of John’s own body. By virtue
of their self-reflective reference and by
predicating this self-reference, people
cannot be mistaken with respect to the
referential and predicative aspects of
their qualia: such experiences vindicate
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Kripke’s tenet that in case of pain and,
presumably, other self-reflective inner
states, appearance and reality coincide.
But we are not forced to accept this con-
clusion. I propose that we stick with the
representationalist solution instead.

The problem with representationa-
lism, as we saw, is that it gives us the
wrong answer in cases such as phan-
tom, referred and chronic pain. Howe-
ver, I propose to use the map model
as an error theory for representationa-
lism. I will argue that the difficulties re-
presentationalism runs into are due to
a failure of the representational system,
that is to the way our cognitive system
works and how it implements the body
map, rather than to the metaphysics of
representationalism itself.

Consider you are reading a floor map
in a museum you are visiting. You will
likely find a red dot labelled, “You are
here”.

It works like this:

(1) The map represents the museum
floor.

(2) The dot represents you.

(3) The position of the dot on the map
represents your position in the mu-
seum.

(4) The position of the maps [as a phy-
sical object] within the museum de-
termines the correctness of the re-
presentational content of the map
(3).

The representation of the museum
floor plan has four possible degrees of

freedom: the structure of the depicted
floor, the condition of the dot, the posi-
tion of the dot and, finally, the position
of the maps, that is, as a sign hung on
the wall. This last condition is funda-
mentally linked to the condition of ex-
ternal correctness, which is given by the
position of the maps in the space of the
museum vis-a-vis the content of what
is depicted on the maps itself. These
four degrees of freedom allow for at le-
ast three possible mistakes. 1) The map
is wrong or has not been updated with
respect to the structure of the museum,
that is, the map does not adequately re-
present the layout of the museum; 2)
the dot has been worn away and you
have to infer your positions from the
worn away area, not from the presence
of the original dot; 3) the position of the
dot on the map is mistaken with respect
to the position of the maps in the mu-
seum. We could also consider potential
ambiguity: if the floor map is symme-
trical, there are potentially dot positi-
ons which are ambiguous with respect
to your position (for instance, in a cir-
cular room with two opposing doors: if
the dot is midway between the two do-
ors along the circumference, there is no
way to tell which side of the room you
are in.)

Suppose something like this occurs
regarding the position of pain with res-
pect to our body. The map is analogous
to the body map, since it refers to the
body as the depicted floor refers to the
museum floor; the dot is the represen-
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ted source of the bodily pain; the posi-
tion of the dot on the map is the repre-
sentation of the pain location in or on
the body. The position of the maps in
the space (where it is hung) determines
the correctness of its content and the
correctness of the actions the subject
takes with respect to this represented
location: where she goes in the case of
the museum, or where she looks for tis-
sue damage in the case of bodily pain.19

The museum map analogy gives rise
to three possible mistakes, which are
the cases considered problematic for
representationalism. To begin with,
consider the case of pain in a phantom
limb. Here, the representational system
is mistaken about the way in which the
body is represented (see feature 1). The
structure of the body has undergone a
major change since a limb has been am-
putated, but the dot still represents the
source of the pain where it would have
been if the limb were still there. Since
the structure of the body has changed,
the representation of the position of the
dot is physically misplaced. The pro-
blem is to be ascribed to a feature of our
representational system, that of repre-
senting the body according to the body
schema and not updating all changes to
the actual bodily state.

There is empirical evidence in this
sense: the body map represents the

body in its integrity even if the subject
is born without a limb or has undergone
amputation in early infancy. (Melzack
et al 1987; Montoya et al. 1998). This
is a case of first order representational
pain. Indeed, Ramachandran and colle-
agues (1996; 1998, Ramachandran and
Hirstein 1998) have devised treatments
for phantom pain based on this prin-
ciple: patients are helped by means of
a mirror which substitutes an image of
their existing for their amputated limb.
This can be considered a representati-
onal treatment for a representational
pain.

The second case to consider is chro-
nic pain.20 Chronic pain is the remnant
of an acute pain and a behavioral atti-
tude towards that pain which leads to a
defensive behavior which in turn, ulti-
mately, fixes an (at least) partially ima-
ginary pain. Chronic pain thus stems
from a different malfunction of the re-
presentational system: the system re-
tains a trace of the position of the ori-
ginal painful location in a format that
differs from that of the original pain.
The analogy here is with the worn away
dot, whose position has to be inferred
from the physical traces on the maps: as
visitors repeatedly touch the dot, it may
disappear from the map, but its origi-
nal position can be inferred by the very
evidence that this point has been fre-

19For an interpretation of the content of pain experiences as commands on what to do see Klein (2015).
20Phantom limb can be considered as a special case of chronic pain. However, the model I am suggesting may treat it differently.

Hardcastle argues that there is no solid evidence that chronic pain lacks a physical cause. According to her: “It looks as though all
pains are created equal, after all”. Hardcastle (1999: 21)
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quently touched. The map represents
the position that the representation of
pain used to have, not the position of
pain itself: it represents where the re-
presentation of pain used to be. So, it
is a second order representational pain.
As with the maps, the presence of pain
is inferred from a map that does not
“refresh itself”, so to say, but somehow
records its prior use. So, our represen-
tational system overinterprets the sig-
nal it receives according to its original
value (there is a pain here) rather than
its actual value (there was a pain here).

The third case is referred pain, in
which the physical origin and the phe-
nomenal location of pain differ. First,
we should notice that using referred
pain as a case against representationa-
lism is somehow misleading. In calling
pain “referred”, one is implicitly sug-
gesting that there is both a real and an
apparent location. Now, if the physical
origin of pain21 is taken as the proper
location of some non-referred pain, this
would entail accepting the idea that the
cause is a bona fide location of pain.
But this would assume a stronger the-
sis than that proposed by representa-
tionalism, that is the view offered by
perceptualism that sensations are to be
identified with their physical locations.
Representationalism is not necessarily
committed to this stronger thesis, but
rather to the thesis that pain represents

the location of its origin. Notwithstan-
ding this argument, we may neverthe-
less consider the case in which the re-
presented location does not target the
physical origin of pain but some other
spot. In terms of our metaphor, the
body is correctly represented but the
point where the pain occurs is not.

On the cause of referred pain, some
suggest that this occurs when nerves
from different anatomic areas or si-
tes converge on the same neuronal
pathway in the spinal cord. When
the pain signal reaches the brain, sig-
nals coming from these different sites
may be conflated, resulting in perceived
pain from one part of the body being re-
ferred to another. Hence, pathways for
the various form of referred pain have
been proposed (Simmons 1998). But
these are not uniformly accepted: “. . .
although pain from different segments
in the lumbar spine refers to diffe-
rent regions in the lower limb, patterns
are not consistent amongst subjects or
between studies. [. . . ] If anything, the
pattern corresponds to the segmental
innervation of deep tissues in the lower
limb, such as muscles and joints.” (Bog-
duk 2009: 17) So, empirical scientists
are still working to establish a unitary
model, if one can be found.

In the light of the map analogy and
the model proposed, we can read this
situation as one in which, given the po-

21Like a nerve pinched or a heart fibrillating, where these are the proper physical origins of the painful end of the pinched nerve
or the painful left arm.
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sition of the dot, the maps has been er-
roneously located. As a consequence,
the dot indicates the wrong place to
the reader, who obviously assumes that
“you are here” refers to herself and that
the map is correctly located. Conse-
quently, she acts erroneously, that is,
she goes in the wrong direction because
of the mistaken information she has ac-
quired. Alternatively, we can imagine
that there must be some limits on fine
tuning the map with respect to forking
paths: the representational system may
not be precise or accurate enough to
distinguish paths that cross each other.

Now, it is an empirically open ques-
tion whether this is what really hap-
pens with our body, if this is the way
in which our body map actually works
and so forth. But, from an abstract
point of view, the model makes it clear
that it is not necessarily a consequence
of the P/R theory projecting the pain
to the wrong or incorrect position. Ins-
tead, it amounts to the representatio-
nal system suffering from some kind
of structural shortcoming or maladap-
tation, which then results in referred
pain. In sum, the inadequacy should be
ascribed to the representational system,
to our physical and cognitive machi-
nery, not to the representational theory.
That such inadequacies exist is not in

itself surprising. As we have already
seen, if the structure where the maps

is to be placed were symmetrical, then
some potential dot positions would be
intrinsically ambiguous and could not
be sorted out by any specific repositi-
oning of the maps. The cases we have
considered, a pinched nerve or heart at-
tack, are not of the symmetrical kind,
but show that the representational sys-
tem does not always provide adequate
information for tracing where physical
damage, either actual or potential, oc-
curs.22

Summing up, in all three cases, it is
perfectly clear why these incongruities
occur: they are due to failures of the
representational system, and do not re-
quire us to postulate a logical difference
between pain and perceptual reports.
The way in which the information from
the body is conveyed to our conscious-
ness via the representational system,
thus comes to form the content of our
experiential states, makes it clear that
there are structural limits to the repre-
sentational system, rather than the re-
presentational theory.

Sabrina Coninx (2020) has advanced
a general objection to the representati-
onalist model in a recent paper.23 Ac-
cording to her, representationalism is
based on the idea that pain sensati-

22For a philosophical assessment of [the importance of] our body map and body schema (and their differences) and the importance
of visual perception in bodily awareness, see de Vignemont (2010, 2014).

23Aydede (2019) has launched another attack on representationalism, by criticizing what he calls the “transparency thesis”: accor-
ding to him, representationalism assumes a strong form of the transparency thesis, which runs counter to some empirical evidence.
Hence, representationalism is false under such an assumption. I do not have space here to discuss this new challenge.
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ons causally covariate with a uniform
class of causes and biological functions.
However, since neither causes nor func-
tions are uniform, but instead actually
different in kind, the foundations of re-
presentationalism are shaky. Most of
Coninx’s paper is devoted to the issue
of the intensity of pain and its possible
effects in terms of damage, so it is tan-
gentially related to the issue of location.
Hill (2012), Coninx notes, offers an in-
teresting potential defense: the content
of our representation is not that one is
in pain, but that the stimuli is subjecti-
vely taken to be an actual or potential
harm or impairment to the biological
functions of the individual. So, harm
depends on many other factors, and
causal covariance is much more arti-
culated, as Coninx herself argues. As a
rejoinder to Hill’s strategy, Coninx wri-
tes:

Following the outlined appro-
ach, considerations concerning
reliable causal covariance and
biological function show that
the intentional contents of mul-
tiple bodily sensations collapse
in the representation of actual
or potential harm. Phenome-
nal differences between pain,
hunger, and itches thus cannot
be explained in terms of their
intentional content. This con-
clusion contradicts the main as-
sumption of strong representa-
tionalism that every difference
in phenomenology relies on a

corresponding difference in in-
tentionality (Coninx 2020:14)

It is far from clear how this conclu-
sion can be drawn. The fact that, say,
pain and itches are actual or poten-
tial harms does not prevent them from
being phenomenally different kinds of
harm. For, representationalism still re-
tains the possibility of qualifying such
representational content simply by spe-
cifying the way in which the subject is
stimulated. So, if the content of re-
presentations is given by phenomenal
goings-on, then surely different goings-
on determine different representational
contents. To wit: harm to my left or
right hand is categorized as harm, but
in the first case draws my attention to
my left hand, while in the second case
to my right hand.

How does the interactionist and ex-
ternalist second person view promoted
by Davidson relate to this issue? The
nature of a representation is that of con-
veying information that points beyond
the representational system itself. Like
intentional states, representations are
outward reaching states, pointing to
some state of affairs. They are not a
way to implement just a self-check on
behalf of the representational system.
The body map represents the body and
its condition. In learning the concept of
pain, we learn how to coordinate the in-
formation received from this represen-
tational system with representations of
our own and other bodies, such as a se-
cond person.
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